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Abstract
This article presents a literature review within the area of
Human-Automation-Interaction in order to find trends and central
factors in recent HAI research. These factors will then be used in
order to suggest a cognitive automation strategy for final assembly.
Trends within final assembly is towards take individual aspects into
account, choose an appropriate level of automation and investigate
trust and joint-interaction factors. In addition, automation system
processes should be made more transparent in order to keep the
operator in the decision-loop.
Keywords: Human-Automation
Assembly; Digitalization

Interaction;

Production;

Introduction and Problem Area
A prerequisite for the success of modern manufacturing
companies is the ability to produce mass-customized products
with many variants as effectively as possible. This demands a
high degree of flexibility and re-configurability of the production
system [1]. In these systems, human operators remain an
invaluable resource, by virtue of being superior to robots
at rapidly interpreting unplanned tasks and situations and
handling flexibility and complexity [2-4]. Within manufacturing,
assembly tasks are very important to consider since assembly
of manufactured goods accounts for over 50 percent of total
production time and 20 percent of the cost [5,6]. A challenge
for final assembly is to find a strategy on how to improve and
design a complex station.”So far, no company in the world seems
to have developed a clear vision as to how to design this humanmachine interface in terms of both higher competitiveness and
better quality of work life” (p. 6 Fujimoto, et al. [7]). Although
this was written in 1997 no new strategy or framework solving
these issues have been introduced. A complex assembly system
can involve many different automation types but studies show
that 95% of the tasks are performed by hand by the operator’s
own experience [2]. The most common task for operators in
final assembly are pick-and-place tasks, which could easily
be replaced by co-bots [8] in order to improve the work
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environment for operators. Results from case studies shows that
at perceived complex workstations, work variance was the main
cause of complexity (36 stations at 7 companies, Mattsson, et
al. [9]). Work variance was in the study connected to cognitive
load e.g. that there are many product variants, many other tasks
to perform except for the assembly tasks and that it takes time
to learn the station work. The results indicate that how product
variants and instructions are presented play an important role in
how assembly is perceived by operators. To support operators’
in a better the way instructions and information are presented
could be improved to support them [10-16].
The aim of this paper is to present a review of the
development of Human-Automation Interaction in order to see
the trends of interaction between humans and automation and
not specifically the technology used. This will be used in order to
suggest cognitive automation strategies to support operator 4.0
and to find solutions that could increase operators’ performance
and satisfaction in a final assembly context.

Formulating strategies form cognitive automation is
becoming more and more important since the complexity of the
work environment increases. Findings from the literature review
described in this paper shows that there is a gap within the
research of measuring how the operators perceives this complex
environment and what factors to measure to capture this. A lot
of the research done within HAI is in the environment of controlrooms and air-traffic control, but there is not a lot done within
the area of manufacturing and production. Technologies and
automation has been in focus the resent years but it is seen that
research within interaction and human factors is needed to fully
understand the potential of HAI.

Definition of HAI

Although HAI has been approached from many perspectives
the effects of interaction are still hard to predict [17-23]. In
HAI there are often conflicting factors; for instance demands to
increase the quality and decrease the time, while at the same
time maintaining sufficiently satisfied workers e.g. increasing
both technological and social conditions [24,25]. At a complex
assembly station the operator is affected by several similar or
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different tools, that he or she controls and receives information
from i.e., there are many factors affecting the interactions.
Wickens, et al. [26] states that when designing for effective HAI
(safer, more satisfactory and less disruptive) that appropriate
feedback is important to show the status of the automation
processes (system process). The feedback could be multimodal in order to not overload the operators’ cognitive senses.
The authors mention the relevance of appropriate LoA and the
importance of trust i.e. these factors are still central. Other authors
also empathize trust [27]. Human-Automation Interaction (HAI)
can be defined as the way a human is affected by, controls and
receives information from automation [28], while performing a
task. An example of this is an operator in final assembly, using an
automatic tool to mount a generator on an engine. The operator is
affected by how the tool is constructed, by for instance its weight.
He or she controls the tool and is given information in terms of
vibration and a pre-set draw while performing the assembly task.

Trends within technologies and automation

Trends towards collaborative work places and high level of
automation is still not applied in final assembly in a bigger extend
[8,29] because of the need for high flexibility and a high level of
complexity. Manufacturing complexity [30] can be defined as a
combination of product variants, work content, layout, tools and
support tools and work instructions, this complexity is often the
highest in final assembly. Managing this complexity includes
successfully managing the interactions between humans and
technology [31] and improving the operator performance i.e.
to decrease process errors, achieve high quality, achieve good
working conditions, fast processes, and quick change-overs and
to decrease cost [3,32,33]. In order to manage the complexity and
improve the operators performance and thereby the productivity
of the whole system, cognitive ergonomics needs to be considered
by implementing cognitive automation solutions [34].

Today there are a lot of technologies available on the market in
terms of tablets, glasses, Augmented Reality (AR), Virtual Reality
(VR) etc. that could support the operator but there is not a lot of
research on how the operator perceive these solutions and how
the support the operators cognitive processes. The development
of the tools must go from technology centred to human centred
design in order to fit the capability of the operators [6]. Most
research on cognitive automation in manufacturing systems
focuses on parameters such as time, cost, flexibility and quality
in manual tasks [34] and safety and collaboration in more
automated tasks [35] not on operators’ cognitive situation. One
important challenge connected to this is to handle demands
regarding social sustainability that makes it important to be
attractive to a workforce with varying age, skills and health
issues [36]. Handling this is connected to improving the operator
performance that is to decrease process errors, achieve high
quality, achieve good working conditions, fast processes, quick
change-over’s, and, to decrease cost [37,38]. During recent years
much has been written in the Human-Automation Interaction
area and especially focus have been on the area of autonomous
cars. The focus connects to safety and control issues due to that
the driver is not in the loop i.e. is not active in the decisionmaking and cannot take over the driving if the automation fails
[39-41]. Complex interactions have therefore been investigated
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in terms of adaptive automation and decision-making [42-44].
Similarly much research is carried out to further understand the
conflicting scenarios that can arise when a pilot does not see what
the autopilot is doing (exemplifying the importance of visualising
the system process of the automation) [45,46].

The evolution of digital tools [47,48], increased number
of co-bots [8] and human-robot collaboration [49,50] in final
assembly points towards an increased use of both cognitive and
physical automation in the final assembly context. HAI will be
more and more common and the need for structure and measure
parameters related to HAI will be essential [19,51,52]. In the
concept of operator 4.0 a smart and skilled operator performs
‘work aided’ by machines if and as needed. It represents a new
design and engineering philosophy for adaptive production
systems where the focus is on treating automation as a further
enhancement of the human’s cognitive capabilities [53].

Methodology

The methodology for the literature review and the future
suggestions of improvement will be based on the five-stage
grounded-theory method for reviewing the literature in an area,
illustrated in table 1 [54].

Step 1 – Define

Define inclusion criteria
Year of publication: two time span has been collected; the
first is from 2000-2010 and the other from 2011, because number
of citations differs and we wanted the latest research within the
field in order to see trends. We know that there is a lot being done
in the 1960, 1980 for example, but we choose to focus on 2000
and forward in our review because the rapid evolution of IoT, AR,
Collaborative Robots etc.
Type of article: Review based journal papers from different

Table 1: The five-stage grounded theory methods used for literature
review.
1

DEFINE

1.1

Define the criteria for inclusion

1.3

Determine the appropriate source

1.2
1.4

Identify the fields of research

2

Decide the specific search terms

2.1
3

Search

3.1
4

Refine the sample

4.1

Open coding

4.3
5

Selective Coding

5.1

Represent and structure the content

4.2

5.2

SEARCH
SELECT

ANALYZE

Axial coding
PRESENT

Structure the article
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journals and publicists is the main collection criteria. This is seen
as a quality check to have the highest quality paper included in
the review. Due to the second time span the inclusion criteria was
expanded to also include conference papers books and reports
(Journal 84%/conference 9%/ book 4% report 3%). Furthermore,
if the paper are theoretical, case studies, experimental etc. is not
seen as an exclusion criteria.
Citations: There are different criteria depending on the time
span. Higher number of citations >80 for the articles before 2011
and >5 for the articles in the second time span.
Identify the fields of research: A lot of the HAI research is
done within computer science or AI so the collection tries to be as
broad as possible including as many research fields as possible.

Determine appropriate sources: The first search on google
on Human automation interaction, gave over one million hits
so the topic is clearly written about, a lot of the hits were not
scientific so for the literature review a database collection were
made as a first step in order to find scientific papers. Since the
area of production is seen as an applied research field it is hard
to choose the more theoretical data-bases such as web of science,
nor a data base were the author has too much freedom to add
papers themselves, such as Scopus. Therefore, two different
databases were chosen; one broader and one more specific
scientific database were collected: Google Scholar and Science
Direct.
Decide on the specific search term(s): “Human-Automation
Interaction” AND “complexity”, “Human-Automation Interaction”
AND “complexity” AND “production systems”.

Step 2 and Step 3– Search and Select

Figure 1: Search process.

The search process is illustrated in Figure 1.This process has
been done in to different stages and time span. Stage 1 included
articles from 2000-2010 and comprised 40 Google scholar (586
papers found) and 29 science direct articles (29 papers found)
[55].
Stage 2 included articles written 2011-2014 where 40 Google
scholar (366 papers found) and 23 science direct articles (23
found). The sample was captured this way to find the most cited
articles from 2000-2010 and from 2011-2014. In total 25 papers
were removed from the sample due to that they were doubles
(56%), too extensive (32%) or due to that they did not fit the
scope of investigation (12%). The key words were chosen this
way because an expectation of a wider scope of articles due to
research fields in the first search and a more specific production
related scope in the second search.

(29 papers had no explicit field connected to it or the field was
represented by fewer than 2 papers).

Figure 3 shows that this is a complex topic that is included
in many research areas and research fields. The research area
was found by studying the introduction or the keywords. 77
explicitly stated areas were found (4 papers had more than one
area connected to it). Type of field was added to further state
what type of field the article addressed; 88 fields were found

The result of step 1-3 was a sample of 107 articles books and
reports, relevant for research within the area of HAI. Step 1 also
shows that the area of Human- Automation-interaction is a very
complex area were a lot of research area and fields are involved.
One reflection is to also search for highly ranked conference
papers in the communities of IEEE, CIRP and IFAC in order to find
more relevant research of this type also the papers not highest
ranked should be kept track on to see if the will be of interest.

Type of article stated if it was a case study, experiment,
literature study or a theoretical paper. The result in figure 2
shows that there are a lot of different types of papers within this
research area.

Figure 2: Type of article.

Summary of STEP 1-3
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in Mattsson, et al. [57] where it was indicated that operators
working at complex stations need better cognitive support to
reduce cognitive load.

Figure 3: Research area and research field.

Furthermore, it is important to see how these theories could be
applicable within the area of production for further research.

Step 4 – Analyze

Each paper was coded into main categories i.e. Humancentered, Automation-centered or Interaction centered based on
literature study Mattsson, et al. [56].
•
•

•

The Human centered category incorporates factors used
to study or describe human factors.
The Automation centered category represents
performance indicators used to describe automation
systems for instance performance, error/failure
management, cost/economy, changes etc. From a
production perspective factors connected to performance
and automation are very important since they represent
the way the system is described in terms of its productivity,
efficiency and flexibility.
The Interaction centered category represents factors that
are connected to the joint system of human-automation.

In total 690 sub categories were found. Most sub-categories
were found in the Human centred (N = 260) and Automation
centred category (N = 240) and fewer were found in the
Interaction centred (N = 187) category. The sub-categories
captured a wide range of fields, research areas and types of
studies and could be seen to reflect recent HAI research. Some
authors were represented more than others, which could
have skewed the result. For instance the aeronautics field was
represented by many similar authors. In aeronautics Levels of
Automation is an important focus and also much focus lies in
cognitive tasks and situation awareness. Independent of this, the
issue of understanding complex tasks for supervisory control or
for solving more cognitively demanding tasks is not yet solved.
Also it is recognized that the sample cannot account for the full
view of the interaction between humans and automation but that
the structure performed is a first step towards a framework that
can help design future complex systems. The most frequent subcategories (represented more than seven times in articles) are
presented in Table 2.
In a production context performance, LoA, safety, reliability,
control, function allocation and flexibility are common factors
but mental workload, situation awareness, decision-making
and trust are not among the most common studied factors. This
indicates that more research is needed in the production area,
and especially in complex assembly. This gap was also indicated

The final step in the analysis is to put the sub-categories into
a system context, also done in Mattsson, et al. [56]). One way to
describe the system is by using the black box theory [58], with
stimuli – black box - response. In this context, the stimuli could be
described as existing conditions that could be changed i.e. design
conditions. Examples of sub-categories are; levels of automation,
layout, level of flexibility, operator skill, operational structure
etc. These are the changeable parameters in the cognitive
automation strategy. Inside the black box are the operators´
cognitive processes i.e. the mental processes in which humans
become aware of and process information [59]. The insight of the
black box is often described as very hard to describe, cognitive
processes is even harder to describe sine every human thinks in
different ways but there are several studies that has been done
regarding opening the black box of cognitive theory [60, 61] but
not in a production context.
The response or output in a production context are the
operators´ performance with help of the input transformed within
the black box into design results. Examples of sub-categories are
quality, workload, trust in automation etc.

In Table 3 the number of factors in total and times in articles
in total were divided according to key category and black box
theory. By dividing sub-categories both according to categories
and black box elements it was possible to see indications of both
were much research have been focused and where more research
is needed in order to formulate a cognitive automation strategy
to support the operators´ cognitive processes.
The most interesting finding seen from a gap analysis is
where there exist fewer (below average) sub-categories in
total or per times represented in articles. The Human input
Table 2: Most frequent sub-categories categorized according to key
category.
Most frequent
Represented in number
Category
subcategories
of papers
Automationcentred

Humancentred

Interactioncentred

Performance(operational) 40
LoA*

29

flexibility

7

function allocation

10

trust/automation reliance 38
mental workload

24

decision making

18

SA

human errors
safety

control
design

21
9

15
11
7

* include degree of automation, type of automation and stages of
automation
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Table 3: Categorization of most frequent sub-categories into black box areas.
Key category

Input to the system

Design

Human
Automation
Interaction
Total number of subcategories in black
box

Black box

Output from system

processes

Number
Number
of subof times in
categories
articles (total)
(total)
4

50

Number
of subcategories
(total)

Number
Number
of subof times in
categories
articles (total)
(total)
63

8

Number
Number
of subof times in
categories
articles (total)
(total)
93

7 (21)

Number
of times in
articles (total)

7

33

6

42

10

40

8 (23)

38 (117)

22

83

166

9
5

20

12

117

factors were few (below average number of factors and times
represented in papers) which could be due to that the research of
Human output factors are well represented. Another explanation
is that it might be difficult to characterize a Human input factor.
The analysis done in this paper includes the central factors Trust,
work environment, observability and social aspects (some of
them were also ca sub-categories theorized as output factors).
There are however other factors that from a demographics or
social sustainability point of view could be seen as Human input
factors. One example is individual differences such as height and
sight differences, which could cause differences in the perceived
complexity. This was seen at a case study were a station was
seen complex due to that operators were below average in
physical size [62]. The operator in the interview stated that he
didn’t have a problem with the station since he was taller than
average but that other stations more fitted for smaller operators
could be troublesome. Another case study have also showed
that differences in experience levels and roles (additional tasks
except for assembly work) affect the perceived complexity [63].
Performance shaping factors also include eye-sight, time of day,
fatigue etcetera [59].
Also Automation within cognitive processes were few. The
analysis included the following sub-categories: fault diagnosis
(diversity), planning, procedures and system behaviour. To be
able to monitor the automation´s system processes could be
important in order for the operator to better stay in the loop.

Step 5 - Cognitive Automation Strategies for Final
Assembly

There is a lack of strategies and methods to support cognitive
automation strategies [64] but it is well needed in a complex
assembly environment were technical solutions have increased
enormous the last five years. Results from the first steps in the
review shows that there are many different research areas and
research fields within in this area. To create a good cognitive
automation strategy; the key issue is not who make the decision
or on what level the decisions are made, but why the decisions
are made and upon what facts. The automation strategies needs
to be addressed by working with teams from different levels and
areas within the company. An example of a team is a mixture
of operators, production engineers, human-resource, logistics,
ergonomics, product development and IT.

Design

10
28

results

Average per

Cognitive

11

conditions
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79

212

key

9 (26)

category

69 (206)
58 (174)

The result in table 3 indicates that more research is
needed within cognitive processes and foremost automation
of cognitive processes i.e. cognitive automation. Furthermore
there is also a gap in what design conditions connected to the
operators’ needs and how these conditions could be measured
and changed. By choosing a cognitive automation strategy best
adapted to the operator and implementing it according to sociotechnical perspectives it is believed that the complex system
will benefit the most e.g. it can handle uncertainties [65-67].
The system could in that sense be adapted to fit the operators’
individual characteristics. As stated by Fredrick Winslow Taylor
best efficiency could be reached if a person works according
to his/her natural abilities [68]. This will benefit both social
sustainability challenges as well as the demographical ones. Since
one of the upcoming challenges regard handling digitalization,
it is important that the system’s transparency is increased
[69]. This should include increasing situational awareness and
communication, which is necessary for a dynamic function
allocation to work. This could result in increased performance,
control, trust and safety but also a decreased mental workload
for the operator in theory. Figure 4 illustrates some solutions that
support cognitive processes for the operators.

Input/Design conditions

Data used as input to the black box that has been evaluated
are measuring physiological data of the operators e.g. heart
rhythm, EEG, activity, temperature [70]. Furthermore external
preferences have also been evaluated such as light, sound and
temperature. Results shows that it is possible to measure the
operators physiological data, more research is needed in order
to sort analyse and present the data in the right way and also to
optimise the cognitive automation due to the output of the data.
Other important sub-category were trust and levels of automation
which could be illustrated as AR and support from expert and
also how operators feels when they work in collaborative cells,
early evaluations shows a positive attitude towards collaborative
workplaces. How the operator perceives their workstations is
also in important factor when designing the station [30].

Black box/Cognitive processes

The cognitive process that has been investigated through
experiments are intuition [71, 72] but further research is needed
to also support reasoning.
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Evaluating Cobots for Final Assembly. 2016:44;175-180.

8. Tsarouchi P, Spiliotopoulos J, Michalos G, Koukas S, Athanasatos
A, Makris S, et al. A Decision Making Framework for Human Robot
Collaborative Workplace Generation. 2016: 44;228-232.

9. Mattsson S, Tarrar M and Fast-Berglund Å. Perceived production
complexity – understanding more than parts of a system. 2016;60086016.
10. ElMaraghy W, ElMaraghy H, Tomiyama T and Monostori L. Complexity
in engineering design and manufacturing. 2012:61(2);793-814.
11. Schleich H, J. S. J and Scavarda LF. Managing Complexity in Automtive
Production. 2007.

Figure 4: Examples of solution.

Output/Design results

The most common parameters measured as output are time
and quality. It is seen a correlation between cognitive automation,
complexity and quality [4].

Conclusion

The aim of this article was to find the most frequent categories
and sub-categories to structure them to support cognitive
automation strategies in final assembly. The trends showed that
many factors are often used to measure and analyse the HAI
effects, which is not applicable to a production context (where
it is important that measurements are efficient and precise). The
gap found were that more research is needed in what input or
design conditions could be directly connected to the operators´
cognitive processes. To measures the cognitive processes is also
needed and at the same time very hard to do since every human is
different. This article shows some solutions that has been tested
and evaluated; such as physiological data as input, external
design of the assembly station, personalised instructions and
collaborative robot cells.
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